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Understand YAH’s Creation Duty for Us
In the early day, people once did understand why it’s importation for husband and wife to
do their servant role differently than one another. But now, very small among of people
around the world probably still follow this custom. While most people today in America
believe female and male were created equal etc… Believing that both gender have the
same civil right duty to do whatever job they wish to choose to do etc… Most of us in
America no longer follow up what YAH taught HIS people the way of life which HE
foundation it. While some claimed they do believe in the big guy up in heaven, but do not
fully understand or get it. While other totally disbelief in the ONE who made the heaven
and earth. This kind of belief is one of the serious issues in humanity we need to carefully
look into it. This is also one of the whole reasons why our nation is on the path of
corruption.
Please understand this, I do very much respect and treat one another woman and man as
human spice fairly. Because both human gender have same blood and hormones physical
form of spice on earth. However, what you need to understand why I cannot respect or
agree male and female were created equal. Between male and female, both are made
differently between one another because of their sex gender-physical origin. This is the
psychology and logic clear understanding why we must NOT IGNORE that facts. For
example, we cannot dent this fact why man cannot breast feed a child as duty role. No,
that woman duty because woman have breast to capable to feed. This is one of the most
reason why often the mother is the one holding and caring the child, while the father is
outside laboring, caring the farm, ranch, nor hunting for food for the family to eat. This is
the beginning role to understanding why there is a difference duty role between male and
female. The same reason why YAH (Yahuah), our Creator taught HIS people how to care for
the family household and how to govern the people as well. Both, man, and woman do
have their duty role to do all these special work. However, there one thing we all must
understand… who is the property of us, who made us? And who is in charge and who is
the master over the servant? These kind of questions are what most people overlook and
misunderstood the role of duty between mankind and YAHUAH.
Since YAH created the first man, is this man Adam the property of YAH? Because He is the
one that created Adam… right? Yes, YAH own this man as his property. We cannot deny
this truth. The same reason why Adam’s wife was made from his rib. She belongs to him
because it is his rib. This is why a man and woman become one flesh in marriage when
they share these things as one unit. A man is called to leave his parents—to step out of
their home and provision—and become one flesh with his wife. This is why the father have
to let his daughter go in marriage to a new manhood of the household. Since the

daughter was the property of her father, just as we human are the property to the Father,
the ONE (Creator ONE) in heaven. This is why we are all under YAH, the Master and the
Most-High authority. Wife is under the husband position, while the children are under the
masters of their parents (and the adult).
The point here is, it’s an undeniable fact that YAH made woman for man as subordinate
companion and helper. Since YAH, our Creator ONE created a man while woman did not
exist at the time. YAH felt sorry for this creation man name Adam to be alone with no
better helper than an animal. Woman finally appear to exist after YAH took Adam’s rib and
form a woman out of this rib for him.
Since woman come from man first, don’t let the mind game tell you that man come from
woman first. Just because woman we were told is the mother nature of all things on earth
etc… child is being born by the mother womb instead of man, this is the whole reason
why mankind come from woman first. That doctrine ideal is all wrong. I am going to proof
it to you why male came first instead of woman. The first question I must ask you, which
came first, chicken or egg? This kind of question I am asking you will lead you to find the
correct understanding answer as of why male came first.
We know that female DNA chromosome genetic is XX and male is XY. We have been told
that while the baby is forming in the mother’s womb, the XX - chromosome female genetic
appear first before it can neither stay XX nor become a male XY – chromosome genetic.
This kind of teaching THEORY got the DNA chromosome doctrine all wrong and backward.
Whoever the scientist guy teaches these way, do not fully understand enough about the
male and female DNA genetic chromosome. Because this person did not follow up the
Genesis understanding.
According to the Genesis teaching, the creation of man and woman must be understood
clearly. Genesis tells us that woman came from Adam’s rib, meaning the first female was
created out of this rib of male. This is where and how a scientist need to understand about
this rib. This rib somehow has the genetic information to make a woman. It true, Adam’s
ribs do contain the DNA genetic that required to make a woman. However, it is interesting
to note woman’s genetic do not contain enough information to make a male. This is
because women do not have the Y-chromosome genetic. Since male have X and a Y,
enough genetic to form both, female, and male. Female DNA genetic cannot form a male.
This is the reason why female genetic only have X – chromosome genetic in the first place.
Now, some people would bring in an argument about born child being different. A child is
born with two gender, or the child sexual interest in the future is attraction to the same
sex gender. I understand why we have an odd different factor about these child born
different. There is a reason why a child born different, this is called blemish and/or eunuch.
These two words “blemish” and “eunuch” needs to be understand clear and what is the
difference these two words? First, we must understand what “blemish” is: once you do the
research homework to find out, you will discover it mean “broken”, “damaged”,
or “error” (as defect – not in whole perfection). When a person (or animal) is injury and
became defect, or have scar nor damaged nor born with defect imperfection. On the other
hand, “eunuch” is another word for what kind of blemish a male gender has. People often

get the wrong ideal what “eunuch” really mean as homosexual. This is incorrect
understanding; people often do not read the scripture books very carefully to understand
who these people are who are eunuch. There are four types of reasons why a person is a
“eunuch”, a person who was born that way, were made that way by themselves or force by
someone nor by accident. Most of the time, the scripture often speaks of those who are
eunuch in Babylon Empire, some of those male slavery was forced to have their entire
penis cut off to become eunuchs. For the future reason to because servant and guarded
for the King’s queen (2 Kings 20:18, Isaiah 39:7). Second most reason why male chose to
have it cut-off was for the sake of YAH.

There is a word "castrated" in some dictionary explained of eunuch, does not
only mean a removal organs of testicles but also a penis as well. Most people
say it only the testicles, but that in fact not true. Because of how we must
understand clearly what happen to those slavery in Babylon. These ancient
eunuch employed who guard the women's living areas at an oriental court. They
could NOT have sex at all, this is why penis was involved to removed. Whether
for the pleasure or to make baby. Woman (mostly because of the Queen) were
guard by these men which is why the King order these method.
There is one more strong information about eunuch in a Greek's language.
According to Strong's Greek #2135, Eunuch literally point out as the "bedkeeper" or "chamberlain". The original Greek word is εὐνοῦχος, ου, ὁ ,which
translated as eunouchos. It's no surprise that these word bed-keeper or
chamberlain does not mean homosexual at all? Now that we know that this word
"eunuch" does not mean homosexual but a person who can't activity have sex.
After this discussion, some may will now understand and agree with this correct
understanding for “eunuch” while there may be other who still disagree would rebel and
throw in more argument about homosexual. These people who rebel and throw in more
arguments are likely the LBTGQ or same sex gender people. To challenge against me why
they were born special in a good way. Believe they are the proud LBTGQ culture who God
has made them that way. Believe LBTGQ can have a marriage couple to build a family
etc… I know this kind of argument will get more uglier and even civil war. Because we
have two different beliefs challenging against one another. One of the challenger is right
and/or one of the challenger is going to win. Since the wrong cannot be right or the right
cannot be wrong nor negative cannot be a positive or positive cannot be a negative. FYI,
the LBTGQ or same sex couple challenger is fighting against YAH’s (your God’s) word.
Meaning, YAH’s forbidden homosexual periods. Many people overlook or simply want to
ignore what Deuteronomy 23:1 and/or Leviticus 21:16-20 teaches. YAH condemns those
who are homosexual. This is where I must warn these people to watch out, by looking at
what happened to these people in Sodom and Gomorrah. This is why those who believe
homosexual is okay aren’t the true believers of YAH. They actually pay against HIS
commandment.

Now let us understand clear, when we human have a husband and wife, male and female
join / connect each other into one untied member of the body of love. Just as the magnet
can too. Each magnet has a negative and positive charge (north pole and a south pole),
both magnet will stick to one another. When it comes to LBTGQ or same sex gender
couple, this is impossible because two north poles or two south poles are impossible to
place together, because it will push each other apart away. Two negative or two positive
magnet place together won’t work. This is why one negative and one positive magnet join
together is a true marriage couple. This is why we only have two opposite sex gender,
male and female gender. Since there is NO 3rd chromosome gender DNA genetic. The real
husband and wife are the only marriage couple and the only way to create a family. Every
child requires a needs of a mother and a father to raise them.
The next part to discuss, there might be another argument when a woman who would challenge
and REBEL against man who want to work in a man job. FYI, this woman is putting herself and the rest
of her family at risk jeopardy. Against the humanity of YAH’s creation way of life. This woman wants to
break YAH’s desire of HIS commandments. Woman who turn jealousy just like how Lucifer the devil
jealous over human too. Lucifer wants to rule earth instead of us and be equal to YAH, just as she is
making equal to her husband. While a woman chose not to serve the way she should breast fee a child
or maid assistance (helper) for the household members. Yet, sometime woman still has a chance to
labor in the farm or reach duty with her husband anyway. It depends on what is best for her, because
sometimes it had to do with how much the physical duty is. Because some job isn’t easier for woman to
take it on their shower. Other reason is, we must be careful how we allow a wife labor around with
other male who working for her husband business.
Today in our modern-day world, we no longer walk on that foundation way of life, we end up created
our own way. Since we gave up the foundation law of YAH and created our own law. We give up the
natural manhood position and give it all for the women to have the same-right desire equally as man.
Just as how and why Adam gave up the respect of YAH’s commands over his wife Eve when she gave
Adam the forbidden fruit and ate it. Because he saw her beauty and love her. It is not only the female
who put in herself in jeopardy, the husband also is in jeopardy for allowing to break that rule. If you
happen to be a woman or on the woman side who disagree and want to speak against my saying here so
far, you’ve already put yourself in jeopardy against YAH, the Creator ONE who made you, who LOVE you,
and who do not wish to judgment punish you. I will still stand for YAH even if anyone dare wish to knock
me down or desire to evil destroy me. I must tell you; you must repent, pray, and apologize YAH for
rebelling against HIM.
If you decide to walk on YAH’s foundation way of life, want to understand better about this… there is
something you must understand first. DO NOT ACCPET “THE HOLY BIBLE” the books that speak about
Jesus Christ or YahuSha, the Messiah. Because this “The Holy Bible” is not the whole books of the truth.
The only thing in this one handibook that speak of the truth is in the Old Testament books. We must
reject the New Testament books, since the testimony of Jesus Christ or YahuSha, the Messiah is the false
prophets, false teacher and the false Anointed one after all. Secondly, we must reject the ideal of men
law which conflict against the law of YAH. We cannot accept the U.S. Constitutional law which have a lot
of mix up ideal way for man and woman civil right beliefs.Third, we must not get ourselves involve the
Jewish’s custom or traditions. Because they also aren’t following YAH’s teaching as well. Even so they do

have a book called “Tanakh” which is like the Old Testament books and this book is okay. They have
addental books which we must not follow up.
The whole point here so far, our past ancestors’ father somehow has change the original words of YAH’s
teaching. They added more words and even remove the words has caused a major change. In the Old
Testament or Tanakh have denunciations and commands us not to take away any of these word or
added to it that were written according to what Deuteronomy said. You now know what the position
duty role for male and female and I hope for you to agree with it.

